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AGENDA



Build brand awareness through thought-leadership and quality custom content
⇢ Elevate Lanxess leadership: thought leaders, business heads, key players in performance materials
⇢Highlight corporate responsibility initiatives
⇢ Support key events & tradeshow activity

Build buyer recognition of lesser-known markets  
⇢ Identify and build audience personas and segments
⇢ Shift brand focus away from rubbers to new chemical markets: automotive, electrical and construction
⇢Highlight new business initiatives, mergers & acquisitions (Chemtura/Chemours C&D) and new portfolio 
opportunities

Demonstrate Lanxess’s Commitment to Customer Integrity & Quality
⇢ Create a narrative around Lanxess’s strategic and adaptive portfolio transformation
⇢ Differentiate Lanxess from larger industry players by highlighting dedication to innovative R&D in technological 
advancements
⇢ Advance Lanxess reputation in niche market segments

REVIEWING CAMPAIGN GOALS



Survey data supported the need to better educate prospective customers about the Lanxess brand, product 
offerings and expanding product portfolio. C&EN and Lanxess worked together to strengthen Lanxess's 
brand awareness over the course of the campaign, and sought to:

PRE-CAMPAIGN SURVEY FINDINGS

● Continue strength in brand reputation: C&EN’s audience 
has a firm grasp on Lanxess commitment to quality.  When 
asked, the two statements with the strongest agreement 
were that Lanxess is a quality supplier (78%) and that they 
have deep knowledge and expertise in chemistry (74%). 
However, the statement with the lowest level of agreement 
was that the company has strong, well-known brands (56%).

● Increase familiarity with Lanxess:  Only 7% of these survey 
respondents were very familiar (3%) or familiar (4%) with 
Lanxess.

● Increase familiarity with Lanxess product offerings:  
Respondents were most aware of the company’s additives 
(39%), chemical intermediates (40%), plastic additives (38%), 
and lubricant additives (31%).



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: AT A GLANCE

2.4 million
Total number of campaign 

impressions 

2x
The Lanxess campaign generated 2x 
the engagement of C&EN’s average 

article, as seen by time on site

84%
Of readers were involved in 

the purchasing process

4,500+
Pageviews of Lanxess custom 

content campaign

THREE ARTICLES PUBLISHED
As of 11/15/18



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: DRILL-DOWN

ARTICLES AT A GLANCE: CONTENT CREATION:                                        
A NOW-AND-FUTURE STRATEGY

The “Transformation through Chemistry” 
campaign is indexed by Google’s search 

algorithm. On average, 6% of each article’s 
traffic was generated via a search engine. 

These results will only get better. Note below 
that the #1 resource to evaluate products 

starts at a search engine...

 

Article Headline Total 
Impressions

Pageviews 
to Date

Time 
on 

Page

Print 
Reach

A Strategic 
Acquisition

756,951 1,121 2:53 102,495

Making Lower 
Emissions a Reality

740,145 1,543 2:30 100,000

The Flame Tamers 923,955 1,798 3:02 100,000



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: ARTICLE #1 DRILL-DOWN

A STRATEGIC ACQUISITION   |   Published April 23, 2018

ARTICLE VITALS 

WHY IT WORKED: 

● As the inaugural story for the 
series, this piece engaged 
readers who wanted to know 
what the head of Lanxess  
stood for in the chemical 
enterprise. 

WAYS TO IMPROVE: 

● Consider including audio clips 
in profiles online to give a 
more human connection.

 

756,951 IMPRESSIONS 



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: ARTICLE #2 DRILL-DOWN

MAKING LOWER EMISSIONS A REALITY   |   Published June 11, 2018

ARTICLE VITALS

WHY IT WORKED: 

● Used a compelling example of 
lubricant additives  to make the 
point

● Inclusion of data chart added 
credibility and design interest

WAYS TO IMPROVE: 

● Account for C&EN’s seasonality 
and dip in summer months by 
continued promotion throughout 
the year

● The title could be more 
SEO-friendly

740,145  IMPRESSIONS 



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: ARTICLE #3 DRILL-DOWN

THE FLAME TAMERS  |   Published August 27, 2018

ARTICLE VITALS 923,955 IMPRESSIONS 

WHY IT WORKED: 

● The story had a strong basis in 
chemistry

● The story was a hot/relevant 
topic in media

● Interactive graphics increased 
engagement online

WAYS TO IMPROVE: 

● Include more technical 
language in online headline 
that better articulates what 
the article is about. 



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: ARTICLE #4 DRILL-DOWN

MAINSTREET CHEMISTRY  |   To be Published December 3, 2018



CAMPAIGN RESULTS: PROMOTIONAL CHANNELS

PAGEVIEWS BY PROMOTIONAL CHANNEL
WHAT WORKED: 

● Native ads on cen.acs.org and pubs.acs.org
were the best promotional tool

● C&EN’s weekly newsletter consistently
drove significant article traffic

WAYS TO IMPROVE: 

● Increase newsletter frequency
● Diversify messaging and banner ad CTAs
● Continue to experiment with social
● Experiment with retargeting ads

UPDATE



RECOMMENDATIONS



A PARTNERSHIP WITH AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY
WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM US: 

PRECISION FOCUS ON 
YOUR BUSINESS 
GOALS

We help you build 
programs that deliver 
bottom-line results for 
both sales and 
marketing teams, 
ultimately growing your 
business.

ANALYTICS AND 
REAL-TIME 
OPTIMIZATION 

Our commitment to 
continuous monitoring 
ensures your campaign 
is constantly achieving: 
The rewards of a true 
partnership. 

AUDIENCE THAT 
MATTERS AND THE 
DATA TO PROVE IT

Our unmatched data 
and targeting tools 
reach the entire 
spectrum of lab 
influencers and buyers - 
ensuring access & 
influence to your 
targets. 

OUR 
CHEMICAL 
BOND

Our partnership 
demands shared risk 
and trust. We will work 
with you until we 
achieve the results you 
are looking for 
everytime. 

DEDICATED PROGRAM 
MANAGEMENT

We appoint a project 
manager to all 
campaigns to ensure 
strategic oversight and 
execution. Think of our 
team as an extension of 
yours. 

A TRUE PARTNERSHIP




